
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of tax-vp. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for tax-vp

Identifying and recommending state income tax planning strategies and
selecting appropriate service providers to assist in the execution of such
strategies
Provide required input to SVP Tax on staff and outside professional service
fee spend for the team
Assist with the annual cash bonus process in determining home and host
country tax and social security withholding and sourcing requirements
Assist with the annual RSU vesting process in determining home and host
country tax and social security withholding and sourcing requirements
Provide tax advisory support to UK Expatriate Payroll including RTI, HMRC
tax agreements (e.g., Appendices 5, 6, and 7 and S690) and social security
agreements
Review and draft technical information and instructions for the team, such as
assignment letters, HR briefing checklist, FAQs and guidance notes
Keep updated on tax changes that may affect any aspect of international
assignment for inbound and outbound EMEA assignees and share relevant
information appropriately
Ensure withholding tax and VAT is withheld and imposed according to tax law
and liability is paid in due time to avoid penalty and keep reputation clean as
good taxpayer
Provide tax advice to Units, including NPA, Product memorandum,
agreement
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Qualifications for tax-vp

Business analyst skills to include definition and production of business
requirements documents
Ideally this experience would be with-in the custodial &/or funds
management industry
Solid Custody & Securities knowledge / experience within Investment
Banking
Able to demonstrate an ability to assess large amounts of complex
information and provide relevant summaries
Ability to manage multiple initiatives to strict deadlines while maintaining the
highest standards throughout
The successful candidate would normally have significant experience of both
domestic and cross border tax issues, in both custody and securities lending
environments


